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Abstract. SemTab 2020 was the second edition of the Semantic Web Chal-
lenge on Tabular Data to Knowledge Graph Matching, successfully collocated
with the 19th International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC) and the 15th On-
tology Matching (OM) Workshop. SemTab provides a common framework to
conduct a systematic evaluation of state-of-the-art systems.
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1 Motivation
Tabular data in the form of CSV files is the common input format in a data analytics
pipeline. However a lack of understanding of the semantic structure and meaning of the
content may hinder the data analytics process. Thus gaining this semantic understanding
will be very valuable for data integration, data cleaning, data mining, machine learning
and knowledge discovery tasks. For example, understanding what the data is can help
assess what sorts of transformation are appropriate on the data.1
Tables on the Web may also be the source of highly valuable data. The addition of
semantic information to Web tables may enhance a wide range of applications, such as
web search, question answering, and knowledge base (KB) construction.
Tabular data to Knowledge Graph (KG) matching is the process of assigning se-
mantic tags from Knowledge Graphs (e.g., Wikidata or DBpedia) to the elements of the
table. This task however is often difficult in practice due to metadata (e.g., table and
column names) being missing, incomplete or ambiguous.
Tabular data to KG matching tasks typically include (i) cell to KG entity matching
(CEA task), (ii) column to KG class matching (CTA task), and (iii) column pair to KG
property matching (CPA task).
? Copyright c©2020 for this paper by its authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons Li-
cense Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).
1 AIDA project: https://www.turing.ac.uk/research/research-projects/
artificial-intelligence-data-analytics-aida
Table 1: Statistics of the datasets in each SemTab 2020 round.
Automatically Generated (AG) Tough Tables (2T)
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 4
Tables # 34,295 12,173 62,614 22,207 180
Avg. Rows # 7.3 6.9 6.3 21 1,080
Avg. Cols # 4.9 4.6 3.6 3.5 4.5
There existed several approaches that aim at addressing one or several of above tasks
and datasets with ground truths that can serve as benchmarks (e.g., [14, 13]). Despite
this significant amount of work, there was a lack of a common framework to conduct a
systematic evaluation of state-of-the-art systems. The creation of SemTab2 [11] aimed
at filling this gap and becoming the reference challenge in this community, in the same
way the OAEI3 is for the Ontology Matching community.4
2 The Challenge
The SemTab 2020 challenge started on May 26 and closed on October 27. The target
KG in this edition was Wikidata [18]:
– Wikidata Dump (April 24, 2020): https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
4282941
SemTab 2020 was organised into four evaluation rounds where we aimed at test-
ing different datasets with increasing difficulty. Rounds 1-3 were run with the support
of AIcrowd5, which provided an automatic evaluation of the submitted solutions, and
relied on an automatic dataset generator [11]. Round 4 was a blind round (i.e., no eval-
uation of submissions via AIcrowd) combining: (i) an automatically generated (AG)
dataset as in previous rounds, and (ii) the Tough Tables (2T) dataset for CEA and
CTA [7]. Table 1 provides a summary of the statistics of the datasets used in each
round. Both the AG datasets and the 2T dataset are available in Zenodo [9, 6]:
– AG datasets: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4282879
– 2T dataset: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4246370
Table 2 shows the participation per round. We had a total of 28 different sys-
tems6 participating across the four rounds; however only 11 systems have produced
results in 3 or more rounds, which we identify as the SemTab 2020 core partici-
pants:7 MTab4Wikidata [15], LinkingPark [3], DAGOBAH [10], bbw [16], JenTab [1],






6 At least 28 different AIcrowd submissions.
7 These participants also submitted a system paper to the challenge
Table 2: Participation in the SemTab 2020 challenge. Outliers (F-score < 0.3): † 3 sys-
tems, ‡ 8 systems, § 1 system.
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4-AG Round 4-2T
Total 2019 17 11 9 8 -
Total 2020 18 16 18 10 9
CEA 10 10 9 9 9
CTA 15 13† 16‡ 9§ 8
CPA 9§ 11 8 7 -
2.1 Evaluation measures
Systems were requested to submit a single solution for each of the provided targets in
each of the tasks. For example, a target cell in the CEA task is to be annotated with a
single entity in the target KG.
The evaluation measures for CEA and CPA are the standard Precision, Recall and











where target annotations refer to the target cells for CEA and the target column pairs for
CPA. An annotation is regarded to be correct, if it is contained in the ground truth. Note
that it is possible that one target cell or column pair may have multiple annotations in
the ground truth.
For the evaluation of CTA, we used approximations of Precision and Recall, by
adapting their numerators to consider as partially correct annotations, columns anno-
tated with one of the ancestors or descendants of the ground truth (GT) classes. In that
sense, we define the correctness score cscore of a CTA annotation α as
cscore(α) =

0.8d(α), if α is in GT, or an ancestor of the GT,
0.7d(α), if α is a descendant of the GT,
0, otherwise;
(2)
where d(α) is the shortest distance to one of the ground truth classes. For example,
d(α) = 0 if α is a class in the ground truth, and d(α) = 2 if α is a grandparent of a
class in the ground truth. In the former case, the scoring of α will be 1, while in the later
0.64. Then, our approximations of Precision (AP), Recall (AR), and F1-score (AF1) for













Table 3: Average F1-score for the Top-10 systems discarding outliers.
Automatically Generated (AG) Tough Tables (2T)
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 4
CEA 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.54
CTA 0.83 0.93 0.94 0.92 0.59
CPA 0.93 0.97 0.93 0.96 -







































(b) Average AG vs 2T
Fig. 1: Results in the CEA task with the Automatically Generated (AG) and Tough
Tables (2T) Datasets.
2.2 Results
Table 3 shows the average F1-score for the top-10 systems after discarding outliers (i.e.,
systems or submissions with very low performance). We can observe that the complex-
ity brought by the Tough Tables dataset was significant with respect to the previous
rounds in terms of average results. Note that Round 4 was blind.
CEA task. Figure 1a shows the results for the CEA task over the AG datasets. The
dataset in each round aimed at bringing new challenges. This is somehow reflected in
MantisTable, LinkingPark, LexMa and SSL. Nevertheless, the overall results for the AG
datasets where very positive. In contrast, as shown in Figure 1b, the performance over
the 2T dataset is significantly reduced where only three systems (MTab4Wikidata, bbw
and Linkingpark) managed to maintain and F1-score over 0.8. It is worth mentioning
the performance of the LexMa system in the 2T dataset, where it ranked 4th, while it
was among the last ranked systems with the AG dataset.
CTA task. As shown in Figure 2, the results in the CTA tasks are relatively similar to the
CEA task, where the average performance against the AG datasets is very good. How-
ever, the F1-score with the 2T dataset is dramatically reduced for all the systems (see
Figure 2b). It is worth emphasising a general improvement from Round 1 to Round 2
(see Figure 2a).
CPA task. Figure 3 summarises the results for the CPA tasks over the AG datastes.
Note that, currently, the 2T dataset is only available for the CEA and CTA tasks. It










































(b) Average AG vs 2T
Fig. 2: Results in the CTA task with the Automatically Generated (AG) and Tough Ta-
bles (2T) Datasets.


















Fig. 3: Results in the CPA task with the Automatically Generated (AG) Datasets.
is worth mentioning the improvement of systems like JenTab and bbw in Round 4.
MTab4Wikidata, LinkingPark and DAGOBAH maintained a constant performance dur-
ing the last rounds.
2.3 Prizes
IBM Research8 sponsored the prizes for the best systems in the challenge. This spon-
sorship was important not only for the challenge awards, but also because it shows a
strong interest from industry.
– 1st Prize: MTab4Wikidata was the top system in all tasks and the least impacted
by the 2T dataset.
8 https://www.research.ibm.com/
– 2nd Prize: LinkingPark had a very good and constant performance just below
MTab4Wikidata.
– 3rd Prize: DAGOBAH and bbw. DAGOBAH had overall very positive results,
apart from the CEA task in the 2T dataset. On the other hand, bbw had an outstand-
ing performance in the last CEA round.
3 Lessons Learned and Future Work
As in SemTab 2019 [11], the experience of SemTab 2020 has been successful and
has served to increase the community interest in the semantic enrichment of tabular
data. Both from the organization side and the participation side, we aim at preparing a
new edition of the SemTab challenge in 2021. Next, we summarize the ideas for the
future editions of the challenge we discussed during the International Semantic Web
Conference.
Data shifting. Several participants preferred the options of having a fixed target KG,
given as a data dump, instead of using the SPARQL endpoints and related services to
access the latest version of the KG. This concerns was specially important as Wikidata is
continuously updated. This, however, may be challenging as it may require to “locally”
store and process a large amount of data, and it may hinder the participation of systems
that rely on online lookup services (e.g., DBpedia Lookup), since the exposed KG may
differ from the fixed target KG.
Blind evaluation. Some participants proposed to have both a public and private leader-
board in AIcrowd to cover the rounds with a blind evaluation. It is unclear if AIcrowd
provides this service, but systems like STILTool [5] may support this functionality.
Systems as services. To improve reproducibility we are considering to request partici-
pants to submit their systems as services, following a pre-defined API, at least in one of
the SemTab rounds. This could be achieved by offering the systems as a (Web) service
or by submitting a docker image of the system.
The user as a metric. In addition to the standard evaluation measures, it was proposed
to include tasks that allow measuring the productivity from a user point of view. For
example, a user may be more interested in a system that is easy to setup and run, than
in a sophisticated system that provides better results but requires a non-trivial effort for
installation or execution.
Complexity of annotations. In future editions, SemTab should also consider datasets
that involve more complex annotations to reflect more realistic use cases.
Domain-specific datasets. It was also proposed to use in the future domain-specific
datasets and KGs (e.g., biomedical) as targets, in addition to cross-domain KGs like
DBpedia and Wikidata and related datasets.
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